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It has become increasingly common to measure the
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of doing so is to determine a private equity fund manager’s

A significant proportion of the due diligence the team at

“alpha” which is the difference in return earned by the
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a fund manager is understanding what changes a fund
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changes affect exit valuation. Thus, we are interested in a

Pricing Model (CAPM). In the CAPM, only systematic risk

private equity fund manager’s “delta” -- the Greek symbol

(as measured by “beta”) is rewarded. If the CAPM is valid,

used in mathematics to denote change.

then investors should not be compensated for taking
unsystematic risk, which is the risk of an individual company
that can be reduced through diversification. A public equity
fund manager that exceeds the expected return predicted
by the CAPM and its beta is said to be have earned positive
alpha. Alpha could be interpreted as the free return earned
by a public equity fund manager for a given amount of risk.
In most cases, public equity fund managers are generating
positive alpha through superior informational analysis.
Rarely will a public equity fund manager become directly
involved with the management of a public company, with
the primary exception being fund managers that employ
activist strategies.

Alpha and delta are fundamentally distinct concepts. The
difference derives from the generally uninvolved public
equity fund manager strategies (alpha) and the very
directly involved private equity fund manager strategies
(delta). Private equity portfolios are generally smaller and,
as a result, a single loss can have a profound impact on
the portfolio return. This makes it very important for private
equity fund managers to analyze all available information on
a company just as it is for public equity managers. However,
it is also critical for private equity fund managers to be able
to develop a realistic plan for generating value over the
investment holding period which usually lasts several years.
Consequently, to apply the “alpha” concept to private

The level of direct involvement in the management of a

equity fund managers ignores the key aspect of how private

company is a major differentiation between public and

equity fund managers produce returns – by inducing value-

private equity fund manager investment strategies. While

generating change in their portfolio companies.

significant variation exists as to degree, most private equity
fund managers are intimately involved in the direction
and operation of their portfolio companies. As a direct
result of the high level of involvement, private equity fund
managers have a smaller number of companies in their
portfolios. For example, a prototypical buyout fund may
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The “E” in the PME concept is also problematic. The
definition of equivalent is: “a person or thing that is equal
to or corresponds with another in value, amount, function,
meaning, etc.” The PME can be calculated using various
public market indices, with the S&P 500 a common choice.
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managers’ performance will be dependent on public market

U.S. buyout fund are highly unlikely to be “equivalent” to 500

conditions. A second and related issue on the mechanics of

of the largest companies in the world across any number

PME’s, is that private equity fund managers invest capital

of dimensions. It is likely that the buyout fund portfolio

over several years. As a result, a fund’s overall PME is diluted

companies have higher levels of customer concentration,

as additional capital is deployed in new investments and

fewer product lines, and a smaller share of their respective

the valuation of those is held close to cost. On a PME

markets. Thus, in general, small private companies can be

basis, a manager who has been aggressive in deploying

significantly riskier than the benchmark companies. Even

capital during a quiescent public equity market would be

for very large buyout funds, there are differences since, by

viewed as superior to a manager that executed a more

definition, companies in the S&P 500 are publicly quoted

conservative investment program during a public market

which can have significant impact on how the companies

rally. Which manager is actually superior would ultimately

are run. Perhaps the largest difference between a private

be determined by the manager’s ability to create value and

equity portfolio and the S&P 500 is in the risk dimension.

sell its companies at a profit.

Private equity portfolios tend to be relatively small in size
and private equity fund managers are not attempting to
diversify away unsystematic risk, rather they are attempting
to generate returns through company specific risk.

In summary, PME calculations do provide valuable insight
as to the alternative uses of the capital that is allocated to
private equity. For the larger buyout funds, the PME may
approach the definition of “equivalency.” However, when

The mechanics of the PME calculation and the lack of true

interpreting PME results it is important to be mindful of the

market valuations for private equity investments give rise

issues discussed above. As the investments made by most

to two additional issues. Firstly, private equity investments

private equity fund managers are not truly “equivalent” to

are held close to cost for a period of time after the initial

public market indices, it is probably more appropriate to

investment as it usually takes some time for private equity

view the PME as a measure of opportunity cost rather than

fund managers to generate the change which leads to

performance.

increased value. If public equity markets are flat during that
initial period, the alpha generated by the PME for a private
equity investment will not be negative. However, if public
markets are robust, the alpha could be strongly negative.
Interestingly, the perception of the performance of two
private equity fund managers making similar investments
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but at different times could vary dramatically solely based on
the performance of public markets over the respective time
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